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Current communication technology can ease sharing multimedia data such as images, text, graphics, audio, and

videos online or ofline. A multimedia editing tool can be downloaded freely and used eficiently to be editing the

content of video clips. To solve integrity and originality, video clips are very challenging and require some complex

methods. How to ensure that the content or the structure of the video provided or downloaded from the internet

is original and just as recorded? Video forgery is a technique to generate fake videos with malicious intent by

inserting, deleting, duplication their contents. Therefore, the video's originality can be questioned and need to be

veriied. Video forgery detection is intended to determine the originality of video content, whether the video has

undergone any unethical change. The video forgery detection technique has two approaches, active and passive.

This study focuses on the detection of tampering video using a passive approach because it is not dependent on

pre-embedded information to determine the originality of the video. The passive approach will be extracting this

feature from the video and analyzing them for different forgery detection. A passive approach is better than the

active one as it relies on fake video available and features and its properties without needing the original video.

The research focus was to apply a passive approach to develop a new model for video forgery detection. This

model will be used to build a powerful tool for detecting video authenticity. Therefore, it can help certain parties,

especially those involved in legal activities.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the speedy development of multimedia and commu-

nication technology, it can facilitate content sharing such as

text, pictures, and videos online or ofline without unlim-

ited access. Multimedia editing tools can be freely down-

loaded and can edit the content of videowith goodor bad in-

tentions. Automatically when the changes made, the video

content and its structurewill be altered. To ensure the qual-

ity and originality of the video clips is preserved, it requires

different methods to claim that the video is authentic and

the same as recorded. In general, video forgery attacks are

to tamper the authenticity of video data and its content for

malicious attention. Nowadays, the originality of the video

plays an essential role in a few ields like, in forensic and

police investigations, court cases and ownership of patents.

Video authentication is a process which veriies that the in-

formation and structure in a video clip is original and ex-

actly same as when recorded [1, 2].

The video deinition can be considered a moving image se-

quence called frames. The basic video architecture is a hier-

archy structure. The hierarchy structure formed by video,

scenes, shots and frames [3, 4, 5, 6]. Figure 1 shows the

video data model based-on segmentation has a hierarchy

structure. Normally the structure of video has a few parts;

there are scene, shot, and frame. Scene has one or more

shots, and frame is one of the many still images which com-

pose the complete moving picture [7, 8].
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Fig. 1. Video basic structure

Now many digital media websites are available such as

YouTube, Vimeo, Dailymotion and so on. The content of the

video can be tampered for bad intentions by using video

editing tools or software, such as Paint, Adobe Premiere,

Adobe Photoshop and more. Forgeries can be committed

by tampering different domains associated with the video

sequence. There are two types of video forgeries:

• Inter-frame forgeries–These forgeries involved the frames

in the video. Usually, its involved frame removal or inser-

tions.

• Intra-frame forgeries-in this forgery it modiies the actual

content, usually in this forgery involved copy-paste forg-

eries and upscale crop.

An important study was done a decade ago in the ield of

forgery detection. Figure 2 shows a number of publica-

tions that related to video authentication research. The re-

search focus involved with four types of video forgery de-

tection techniques (copy-move, image splicing, resampling,

retouching) within the past two decades, during the year

2000-2010, grouped from Science Direct. Some observa-

tions can be highlighted from this inding are:

i) Increased research in video authentication.

ii) Most research focuses on copy-move detection.

iii) Detection of others type forgery also gives a new impact

in a decade ago compared to the irst decade.

Fig. 2. Publications on video authentication

Video forgery detection techniques can be categorized into

two categories; active (non-blind) and passive (blind) [3].

Active forgery detection techniques must have some infor-

mation about the image whichmay have been inserted dur-

ing recording or later stages.

Apassive forgery canbe categorized asdependent and inde-

pendent tampering. In a dependent forgery, whether alter-

ations can be done in the same image as copying and past-

ing (cloning) some areas in images or more than one image

can be combined (image splicing) to get the composite to

convince. On the other hand, free counterfeiting is forgery,

where some of the same image properties are manipulated.

Examples of independent forgery include resampling, re-

touching, image rotation, scaling, resizing, increased noise,

fuzzy, image compression, etc. There is no knowledge in-

volved in the image of making passive forgery more practi-

cal in real life.

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

A few of research about video data have been done by sev-

eral researchers. One of the previous researches done by

[9] stated that:

• There are still lacking on security issues of the video con-

tent.

• A free image editing software can download, and it gives

changes to alter the contents and structure (by inserting,

deleting and rotation) of video easily.

Based on previous research [10] it cannot determine either

the video is an original structure or not without comparing

it with the original one. The prototypewas developed to ex-
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tract the structure contained in a video thatwas input by the

user. The user must input two videos, original and edited

video into the prototype to determine the authentication of

video structure. Its limitation when we had only one video,

and it cannot compare either is original or not. Usually, the

user is dificult to understand and deine the basic structure

of the content appearing in a video. There aremany various

methods that can be used to determine the video authentic-

ity as it iswidely used in ields such as police and forensic in-

vestigations, customs cases, or as evidence in court. Mostly

using watermarking and digital signature methods, but it

cannot be used if no pre-process insertion is done [11]. In

this study is to aim to solves video forgery based-on the pas-

sive approach. Among the media data types that have been

mentioned, video is the most challenging compares to oth-

ers andhave a lot of problemsbecause it has amassive num-

ber of frames and images to treat [3]. This task quite chal-

lenging because of the structure of the clip video contains

images sequence. Besides that, each video has its own rules

and formats. A video is an alteration with the lousy inten-

tion to ruin its authentication by secretly inserting, delet-

ing or shufling its information [11]. Effects of themodiica-

tionsmade depending on the situation andwhere it is used.

Such in the political world, the alterations maybe can be af-

fected by their carrierwhere it used to defame a personality

to win a vote. The video integrity and originality that been

displayed cannot be accepted readily as proof.

In this study, will propose the approach that can detect ma-

licious attacks and locate the attacks occur, and it easy to

retrieve the content of video data with the use of a passive

approach. The outlook from this study hopes it can produce

a new model for video authentication detection based-on a

passive approach. This model will be used to develop a pro-

totype for video forgery detection. There are various tech-

niques used to determine the authenticity of a video, but

only with the use of a passive approach can detect the au-

thenticity of the video without reference techniques [12].

III. VIDEO FORGERY

Video forgery detection consists of two approaches, as

shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Video forgery approach

In an active approach, it's focused on unseen data, and it

requires pre-processed information like digital watermark,

digital ingerprints or digital signature. If the video is had

an alteration, then it can be detected throughwatermarking

or signature to the identiication of the tampering results.

The active approach cannot be successes if pre-embedding

process not be inserted (watermark or signature not found)

in the video. Video quality assessment for active approach

can be divided into two parts, full and reduced reference. In

comprehensive reference, the forged can be detected based

on the original video as a reference. However, are some

cases, the active approach used digital watermark or sig-

nature to identify the tampering occurs in the video, also

known as a Reduced Reference. Reduced reference only

works with partial available (pre-embedding process) from

the original video.
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Passive approachnodependingonpre-embedding informa-

tion that video contains naturally occurring properties or

inherent ingerprint, which is unique due to different video

imaging devices and its characteristics. This approach func-

tionally without involvement any specialized hardware and

information on video content. It assumes that the video

has some features that are consistent in the original video;

which is will be changed if any alteration happens. These

featureswill be extracted and analyze it’s different for video

forgery detection purposes.

IV. VIDEO FORGERY DETECTION BASED ON PASSIVE

APPROACH

With the constraint of active techniques, more current re-

search focuses on passive or blind video forgery detection.

Passive approach to video forgery detection techniques are

methods for determining the originality of video without

comparing or depending on the source [13]. Passive ap-

proach functionswith the necessary process that video con-

tains inherent properties which are unique based on video

imaging devices and its features. If the video is not be-

ing altered then the basic of statistical correlation features

still the same comparedwith the source similar scheme and

characteristics.

In a passive approach, it's stated that the pattern of the orig-

inal video is identiiable based on two different issues, that

is video recording devices (source of the video) and video

processing inside them (malicious alteration). The origi-

nal patterns would be modifying after tampering. Figure 4

shows the basic process of video forgery detection based on

passive approach [14].

Fig. 4. Video forgery detection based

on passive approach
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A digital video comes from different source and the issues a

concern is about source identiication. However, different

video source has different features and characteristics as

well as havedifferent patternof video images. In basic video

forgery detection model, the features and the pattern from

original video (video source) are extractedusing knowledge

of video original model. Then, all the same patterns and the

features are measured to determine the originality of the

video based on the video source. In Figure 5 shows the basic

of video extraction process using shot boundary detection.

First, video featureswere extract and it acquire the patterns

of video original or alteredmainly using knowledge of video

handling model or sometimes its combine with the statisti-

cal features.

Then, distance between features and patterns will be com-

paring to decide either the input video is altered or not.

By using passive approach, it can determine the originality

of video based on the patterns of the digital images them-

selves. Feature extraction in passive approach is an impor-

tant process to determine the authentication of video.

Fig. 5. Video extraction process using shot boundary detection

V. VIDEO EXTRACTING

Oneof themost usedmethods of video tampering is deleted,

replace or adding objects from video through overlapping

frames. This process is done using video processing soft-

ware. An example of these tampering operations shown in

Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Fig. 6. The structure of frame addition in the video
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Fig. 7. The structure of frame replacement in video

Because of the high similarity between the original se-

quence and the copy sequence, similarity analysis is a prac-

tical method for detecting this forgery issues. However,

most previous algorithms could not achieve good accuracy

and eficiency. To solve this regarding issues, this study pro-

poses an algorithm for extracting video structure to detect

frame or image alterations based on similarity analysis us-

ing a blind approach. By seeking those video sequences

with high similarities, the algorithm will be determining

whether the video has been tampered or not, as well as can

quickly locate the source sequences and their redundancy.

The algorithm proposed in this study is to improve the de-

tection of tampering attacks by using shot boundary detec-

tion and passive approach.

The use of shot boundary detection is to extract the video

into the hierarchy structure (scene, shot and keyframe) and

can quickly determine the relationship between its level

components [15]. A shot boundary detection can be identi-

ied when the feature contrast gives accurate changes more

signiicant than the threshold [16]. With the used of shot

boundary detection hope it can detect the alterations made

of a video and locate the tamper occurs so it can be more

easily to retrieve the video content.

The extraction process involves three processes that are,

comparison between the frames available in the video clips

to get the full list of a possible number of shots. Later, the

equation process for each shot is possible to ind the per-

centage difference in determining each scene. The percent-

age differences are set to establish each main framework

that exists in a video clip. The irst step, the video will be

read as the input for this process. Through the processing

of frames, all frames in the video will be read sequentially.

Each existing sequence of frames will be changed into the

block (shot). Figure 8 shows a video clip that is already in-

put, and frame processing is done to determine the number

of available shots.

Fig. 8. The frame extraction process
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The extraction process is a process between the two consec-

utive frame blocks is done through a percentage gap set of

frames to determine each scene that exists. Then the per-

centage of each frame is set by the differences available on

the pixel of each extracted image. Subsequently, the video

structure extraction resulted in a full list of the number of

scenes, shot and key frames. Figure 9 shows an example

of the result for the extraction process. It's proved that in

the video there is a relationship between scene, shot and

keyframes. Relations composition explains the function in-

herent in the structure of the video. Relationships can de-

terminebelonging of each scene, shot andkeyframes. Based

on the structure of the video are commonly used, it cannot

describe the structure more clearly.

Fig. 9. Result of the extraction process

VI. CONCLUSION

Multimediadata types aredivided into several types, among

them, text, pictures, audio and video. But video is one of

the most common problems compared to other types, and

video authentication is one of the current issues nowadays.

Video authentication detection is a widespread issue, and

it's not an easy task to handle the originality of video se-

quences when it not depends based on the original video.

One of the ideal solutions to deal with this issue is used

passive approach in video authentication detection tech-

niques. In video forgery detection aims to ind the proof of

tampering by evaluating the originality of video evidence

and its divide into an approach, active and passive. The

passive approach can give a better result compare to the

active approach because it depends on basic information

(pattern) without need extra information and hardware re-

quirements. The used of passive approach will give exact

and accurate indings with structured video. This research

aims to solved video authentication issues with the used of

shot boundary detection and passive approach. It will be

used to develop a prototype to solves the problems in video

and detect the tampering locations.
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